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WHAT MEANS A KNIGHT?: RED CROSS KNIGHT AND EDGAR‡

A word about this paper​[1]​—not only its subject and approach, but also its kind—to avoid false expectations.  In considering Red Cross Knight and Edgar as chivalric knights, I explore Spenser’s and Shakespeare’s respective uses of materials from the tradition of chivalric romance.  So I rule out source or influence study.  Shakespeare knew Spenser’s version, among many versions, of the Lear story, but I neither trace the untraceable—exact and exclusive similarities between the two versions—nor appraise the authors’ use of this story.  Likewise, I rule out critical judgments about their better or worse use of the materials from the tradition.  My purpose, which respects the integrity of each work, is to discover Spenser’s and Shakespeare’s attitudes toward knights and chivalry as possible indications of contemporary perspectives as the medieval world made the transition to the modern.  So much for subject.

	My approach is to view both works as I assume most contemporaries read or attended them—how they did so in light of what they knew of the tradition.  Both authors would have expected contemporaries to read a book or attend a play as a one-time, front-to-back experience; they would not have imagined our scholarly ways of examining their texts.  Thus, I do not view the first book of The Faerie Queene in light of later books, or earlier scenes in King Lear in light of later scenes.  Spenser’s audience would have read from the first to the third, then the fourth to the sixth, book.  They might recall an earlier book when they read a later one, but not the converse, and I doubt that many looked back or read him twice.  Shakespeare’s audience would have attended scenes in sequence, from first to last, and, until his plays appeared in print, they could not go back to an earlier scene, short of attending another performance.  This linearity of experience means two things.  One, contemporaries either immediately apprehended materials akin to those in a literary tradition or not.  Two, both authors had a pretty good sense of what their contemporaries would apprehend as conventional or general, or, if atypical or specific, from a work well known to them.

	My approach is also to view both works as I assume most contemporaries would, in part through their intimate familiarity with chivalric romances and their conventional materials.  Spenser was well-read in the tradition; his range of reference within that tradition, though mainly Arthurian, extends far more widely.  First and obviously is the very first {226} line of Book I of The Faerie Queene, with its echo of Chaucer’s “Tale of Sir Thopas,” a parody of chivalric romances.  Shakespeare read chivalric romances but, with the exception of Troilus and Cressida and The Two Noble Kinsmen, made little direct use of them, especially in his tragedies.  Thus, it is surprising that no one but me makes anything of lines quoted from Bevis of Hampton, in the center of King Lear.

	One problem is that what Spenser’s and Shakespeare’s contemporaries knew almost intuitively—namely, the tradition, conventions, and materials of chivalric romance, and their signification—we know far less well.  So we may have some difficulty identifying and interpreting them or, as the case may be, departures from them.  Since we are not instinct with this literature, we may not know what is or is not conventional.  Instance: some may regard the marriage of Red Cross Knight and Una as contrary to romance convention.  However, marriages not only occur in some chivalric romances, but also happen early or midway or late in them.  In Guy of Warwick, Guy marries Felice early; in Bevis of Hampton, Bevis marries Josian medially; and in The Wedding of Sir Gawain and Dame Ragnell, the hero marries the lady late.  Guy and Bevis represent the most popular chivalric romances at the time, with the possible exception of the Arthurian romances.

	Increasing our difficulty is instructed ignorance; what we think we know about this tradition is often slanted by the works taken and taught as representative.  One look at the titles above tell us that none occurs in the English curriculum, which, dominated by aesthetically superior works, misrepresents the literary experience of contemporaries.  Most college survey courses teach (or taught) Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, a superb romance, but one unknown for over four centuries beyond the baronial West Midlands court in which it was written and read.  So far as we know, it has existed in only one manuscript and was not printed until 1839.​[2]​  But Guy and Bevis, both of which existed in many manuscripts and many printings (some of both surely unknown to us)—a sure sign of widespread reading—few, including specialists, read.  (A late ms. indicates a play on Guy circa 1593.​[3]​)  Which is to say that most of the tradition, if cursorily acknowledged, is largely underappreciated for its influence, or, more precisely, its import, as a cultural basis for communication between these authors and their audiences.

	In sum, my approach skirts two pitfalls common in criticism.  First, it skips cross-book or cross-scene comparisons of similar materials because they rely on an inappropriate and anachronistic way to apprehend these works.  Our scholarly way too often indulges such a mode of ap- {227} prehension.  The traditional of chivalric romances contains multitudes, and its materials have many meanings, and specific meanings in different contexts.​[4]​  So far as I can tell, Spenser is of mixed minds in different ways about many things.  I am not sure that his meanings in one context more likely clarify than complicate, if not confuse or obscure, meanings in another, for a similarity of materials does not imply a similarity of meaning.  Shakespeare may or may not be of many minds, but this problem is less acute and less common in criticism because most of his plays, his two tetrologies of history plays aside, stand alone.  Second, my approach here spares me the pointless trouble, if not the impossible task, of tracing commonplace items derived from the tradition of chivalric romance to a particular source.  I rely on chivalric romance materials intuitively understood by contemporaries from their prior literary experience and, for my purpose, interpret Spenser’s and Shakespeare’s texts on the basis of cultural meanings rarely indebted to a particular work.

	Although I do, I hope, know the demands of a scholarly paper, I believe that its usual appurtenances and paraphernalia need not burden every one.  What I have I attempted is something else: what is known in the public policy world as a “white paper,” that is, a concept piece which sets forth an idea with only a sketch of argument and evidence.  No doubt, given such broad-brush treatment, objections must arise and blemishes abound.  I beg your indulgence because I think there is something to be said for starting up a hare and letting others run it down.  So what I wrote as a labor of love I have revised for this venue only modestly in order to retain something of its exuberance and, if I may say so, the enthusiasm with which my fellow seminarians seemed to receive it.


*     *     *

	This essay discusses the Red Cross Knight in The Faerie Queene, Book I, and Edgar in King Lear as chivalric knights.​[5]​  The Red Cross Knight is obviously a chivalric knight.  But the thick overlay of signification associated with him and his experiences likely distracts critics from considering his delineation as a knight in much detail.  By contrast, Edgar is not obviously a chivalric knight, at least not until he engages Edmund in single combat.  Perhaps critics assume that his appearance as a knight so late in the play occurs too late for them to consider his delineation as such earlier in the play.

	In an allegory merging and investing features of both epic and romance, Spenser shapes his readers’ perceptions by an introductory subtitle which denotes the Red Cross Knight as a figure of holiness, known {228} at once and later named as St. George, the slayer of the Devil as dragon and the patron saint of England.​[6]​  Thus, Spenser focuses his readers’ attention on the allegorical tenor, not the chivalric vehicle, of Book I.

	Although Red Cross Knight is present in most of Book I, he is separated from Una, with whom he begins and ends his quest, for over half of it.  In separating the two from each other, Spenser adopts the structural separation-and-reunion motif more common in Greek than chivalric romance.  His point, plainly allegorical as it plays out in Red Cross Knight’s multiple failures, is to show that Holiness is not sufficient to stand without Truth-of-Faith to sustain it.  Conversely, the same point is made when, in the presence of Una, he defeats the dragons in the Den of Error and in the final battle.

	Shakespeare takes an opposite approach in King Lear, a drama regarded by all as tragedy but by me as romance.​[7]​  From the beginning, he creates a feudal world of knights, with Kent and Edgar shown faithful in their allegiance to Lear.  For all his moralizing, Edgar is no foil to Lear—Edgar, no naïve representative of a comforting, conventional morality, to Lear, a seer confronting dark truths about a nihilistic universe.  Instead, making Edgar Lear’s rightful successor, Shakespeare uses a chivalric vehicle to carry a romantic tenor.

	Edgar’s career proceeds from expulsion to recovery as he acts as a knight in difficult circumstances.  Although one detail, a reference to Edgar’s background, in a play otherwise devoid of explicit Christian reference implies Christian doctrine and ritual in his upbringing, Edgar succeeds on his initiative and self-reliance.  In this respect, Shakespeare eschews allegory; at most, he assumes a Christianity comporting with chivalry but not controlling it.

	So I affirm the fact of allegory in The Faerie Queene, Book I, and allow the possibility of allegory in King Lear.​[8]​  However, I take a literal approach by considering Red Cross Knight and Edgar as chivalric knights in light of contemporary understanding and expectations of such a figure as defined by the tradition of English chivalric romance.  Typically, the figure implies high-born status, military training, and religious instruction.  This background implies well-known commitments: loyalty to one’s lord (later, one’s nation), loyalty to one’s lady, defense of the {229} faith, justice, and succor to the weak and poor, especially widows and orphans.  Conflict between these commitments is the stuff of all but naïve romances celebrating exemplars.  Various motifs carry these commitments, with the quest, courtly love, and single combat prominent among them.​[9]​  Other motifs, like exile and return, and fair unknown more specifically address political succession or personal identity, respectively.  Underlying the entire chivalric enterprise, especially in seeking justice, is the moral principle that right makes might.​[10]​


*     *     *

	Spenser repeatedly represents or renders chivalric materials, and Red Cross Knight’s emotional and religious condition, in ways which make them ambiguous, doubtful, or problematic.  Of these, the essential mo- {230} tif is Red Cross Knight’s quest.  In chivalric quests, sundry adventures test the knight’s mettle, show him worthy before the final encounter with the designated foe, and conclude with any number of conventional but triumphant endings: restoration of the kingdom to the rightful ruler, designation of the knight as his heir, and marriage to his daughter.  Red Cross Knight’s quest accords with this overarching motif in large part.  But many of his actions depart, some radically, from other conventions of chivalric romance.

	The start of the quest and choice of knight are unusual.  Una requests, and Gloriana assigns, Red Cross Knight his first adventure, one to relieve Una’s parents of a four-year siege by a dragon.  Yet he has never wielded arms or worn armor, which shows “old dints of deepe wounds” (1, 1, 3).  We later learn that both come from Una, whose previous champions have failed her.  It is unusual that a lady provides a knight with arms and armor, especially in damaged condition; that, given a record of choices failed, she selects a knight untested; and that, nevertheless, he is a warrior feared.  Allegory can provide answers, but the tradition of chivalry and chivalric romance cannot.​[11]​  Nevertheless, this first stanza concludes that a “Full iolly knight he seemd” (9).

	So far, so good, however odd.  Except for the possible hint in “seemd,” the contrast with the first stanza in the turn to the second stanza is surprising: “But on his brest a bloudie Crosse he bore” (1, 2, 1).  Although he is “Right faithful true…in deede and word,/…his cheere did seem too solemne sad” (7-8).  The contrast with his appearance in the previous stanza suggests that the Red Cross Knight is conflicted, more sad than glad.  These first two stanzas present an ambivalent knight whose faith seems less than secure and strong, and thus at odds with the conventional hero-knight of chivalric romance.  This ambivalence at the very outset suggests that he is something less than the nearly perfect or unblemished knight of many chivalric romances.

	Even his first victory as a knight, over the dragon “Errour,” has its oddities as well.  He extricates himself from the dragon’s coil on Una’s advice to “Strangle” (1, 19, 4) it—not the usual recourse in battle—and finally delivers the deadly blow “with more then manly force” (1, 24, 6).  Allegorically, the episode shows his reliance on Una and divine strength to prevail.  But the romance tradition shows knights sufficient to perform {231} deeds meriting and winning their ladies’ love, usually without their advice or divine aid.

	No less atypical are his vanity-driven fight for honor at, and his craven departure from, the House of Pride.  In this central, two-canto episode, Red Cross Knight fights with Sansjoy for the shield of Sansfoy, which Red Crosse Knight has won in his first battle.  In fighting for the honor of retaining a trophy reflecting honor in battle, he fights for an honor derivative and debased.  Spenser underlines the false moral conflict by likening both knights to monsters—one a “Gryfon” (5, 8, 2), the other a Dragon”(3) (presumably, importantly, and thus ironically, Red Cross Knight)—and repeating the same ironic first line of this and the next stanza: “So th’ one for wrong, the other striues for right.”  The moral ambiguity of this fight contrasts with conventional chivalric battles for honor in the service of a worthy cause (or in tourneys).​[12]​

	Red Cross Knight’s craven departure from the House of Pride reflects no credit on him.  Alerted by the Dwarf to a dungeon filled with prisoners of noble rank, Red Cross Knight, though still recovering from his wounds, sneaks away out of fear that his pride will be similarly punished.  His violation of the convention that hero-knights rescue or release captives of noble rank or chivalric standing is, I think, unique.  The moral nature of the prisoners, imprisoned for sins represented by the counselors riding the beasts drawing Lucifera’s coach, also violates convention and thus extenuates his conduct.  The allegory is clear enough: pride consumes the proud, and the proud punish the proud.  Clearer still, I suspect, are the disparities between allegory and convention, which Spenser’s readers probably sensed, the more so since they exist elsewhere as well.

	Strangely, from start almost to finish, Red Cross Knight forgets his quest or discounts its purpose.  Challenged by Despair about the worthlessness of it all, he fails to raise the value of his quest to defeat evil.  Una must save him from suicide and chide him for thus fighting against himself instead of the dragon.  Learning little in the House of Holiness, he acts on a narcissism contrary to Charissa’s teaching when he elects the contemplative rather than the active life.  Contemplation must remind him of his duty to serve Una and continue his quest.  Typically, knights retire from action only when their work is done.​[13]​ {232}

	Finally, Red Cross Knight defeats the dragon, betroths Una, and becomes her father’s heir.  These three story-ending conventions stand apart from reminders of his failures or departures from other conventions.  First, he initially defers marriage “to returne to that great Faerie Queene,/And her to serve six yeares in warlike wize” (12, 18,6-7), not the conventional seven-year period of service.  Second, after Duessa’s messenger delivers charges against him, he marries Una before he departs—a sign that he yet requires her as moral compass and prop.  At the end, Red Cross Knight is still not sufficient to stand alone; he appears neither to have acquired and absorbed truth, but requires Una’s aid, nor to have demonstrated that he has become holy in the “circumcision of his heart.”

	Throughout Book I, Red Cross Knight is peculiar in his passivity.  Almost everything happens to him; he makes little happen, almost nothing without assistance or on his initiative, except when he is in Una’s company or presence.  For, whatever else it is, chivalry is nothing if not action, and knights are nobodies if not doers of deeds.  But if a knight does not act and does not do what he is supposed to do on his own, what is he doing at all?  As Spenser’s readers assumed that a knight must be sound in faith in order to be strong in deed, they must have asked afterwards why Red Cross Knight is “pricking on the plaine” in the first place, before, as his belated religious education in the House of Holiness makes explicit, he is ready from a doctrinal point of view.  And why the Faerie Queen sends a knight not only untested, but also religiously unready, on such a quest.  And why Una wants such a knight, and with hands then clean of bloodshed since the quest will bloody them.  His chivalry and his undertaking are odd indeed.​[14]​ {233}

	And the relationship of Red Cross Knight as a knight and Una as his lady is no less peculiar.  Spenser contravenes the conventions of such a relationship in two distinctive ways.  First, he makes his knight hardly inspired by and almost entirely reliant on his lady for success.  Second, he has her love him for who he is, not for what he does or has done, indeed, despite his many failures: “She did loue the knight of the Redcrosse;/For whose deare sake so many troubles her did tosse” (7, 27, 8-9).​[15]​  However, the nexus of chivalry and love in romance is a knight whose deeds, without help, prove his worth to a lady whose beauty, proxy for moral superiority, inspires him to those deeds which thereby deserve her love.  The last thing which a knight is to his lady is a bother.

	These departures and others (some noted, some to be noted) from the conventional, especially this unusual relationship between knight and lady, have a cumulative effect in questioning, if not undermining, Red Cross Knight, the worth of chivalry, and chivalric undertakings.  We can better see Spenser’s dubiety in light of other author’s attitudes, as we look at their departures from the conventional.  One result may be disparagement of chivalry, or at least false chivalry, as in the case of Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida.  Or it may be burlesque or spoof, as in the case of The Tournament at Tottenham (early 15th C) or Beaumont’s The Knight of the Burning Pestle (1607), both of which use departures from the conventional for amusement or social satire.  But Spenser’s every departure from the conventional discredits knight or chivalry.  Given both Christian reservations about, or objections to, chivalry, and Spenser’s allegiance to the Protestant faith and his interest in holiness, which presumably shapes Red Cross Knight’s progress, I see his discrediting departures from conventions as signifying his view that chivalry is ultimately inadequate.  In this sense, Red Cross Knight is rather like a Lancelot forever incapable of becoming a Galahad.

	Spenser could challenge but not expunge traditional expectations about knights with which his readers came to The Faerie Queene.  His many departures from conventions of chivalric romance raise questions about his intended enterprise, an epic of twelve books, the hero-knight in each exemplifying a chivalric virtue, with Arthur as the figure of magnificence recapitulating and crowning them all.  Spenser may have meant his work as a poetic courtesy book, but if so, he made trouble {234} for himself.  Discussing arguably chivalric virtues independent of one another is one thing; presenting a knight associated with a set of chivalric virtues as a figure representing one virtue only is quite another.  So what he made of the Red Cross Knight as a figure of holiness—what he is or is not, does or does not—likely colored what his audience made of hero-knights in later books.

	So, inevitably, Spenser’s enterprise is beset by a dilemma.  Either holiness in a knight like Red Cross Knight (perhaps aided by a lady like Una) is necessary and sufficient to the success of his efforts or it is not.  If it is, the importance of other virtues is much diminished and made contingent, not necessary though desirable, to true chivalry.  The success or failure of each other knight would thus depend on holiness, not the virtue stressed in the book devoted to it.  If not, then the reverse: holiness is contingent, not necessary though desirable.  Later books do not raise the issue of their hero-knights’ possession of true faith (or assistance by one providing it) or question their success in its absence.  The argument might run that a virtue tested in one book is assumed in others.  But Book I rebuts it: as a prelude to his many difficulties, Duessa repeatedly misleads or seduces Red Cross Knight, and his lasciviousness, to whatever degree he carries it in canto 7, is far from the sexual restraint commended in Book III.  Even so, his failures have nothing to do with departures from doctrine in the true faith, the essence of holiness.  Inside The Faerie Queene, I, and, assuming Spenser’s Protestant sympathies outside it, we can infer that only knights sufficient in true faith (and blessed with God’s grace) can succeed in their efforts—which is to say that chivalry has almost nothing to do with achievement.  Yet all, with Arthur’s aiding interventions, succeed.  I do not claim that Spenser’s readers felt my puzzlement, but I would be surprised if many did not.

	Book I is a work in progress, both literally and figuratively, toward holiness.  I do not see that Red Cross Knight actually becomes holy (or, given that he is but an earthly wight, holiER).  Indeed, it discloses a disconnect between Spenser’s allegorical tenor and his chivalric vehicle.  Red Cross Knight as saint, his religious nature signified by his name and insignia, leaves much to be acquired; St. George as knight, his chivalry more implied than implemented, leaves much to be desired.​[16]​  Spenser {235} makes this knight an exercise in errantry in a sequence of tableaus which do not much effect him.  So we may wonder what moral or religious difference his allegory can have made to readers who saw the ineffectuality of episodic experiences to teach Red Cross Knight much of anything or lead him to do much of anything unaided.  Or whether Spenser thought knights and chivalry worthless both.  Or whether we can do no better than treat The Faerie Queene as a work artistically rich and intricate but ethically incoherent, not susceptible of systematic allegory, but capable of only incidental allegorizing.  Perhaps, in a larger sense, Spenser adumbrates the disparity between any allegorical schema or ethical system and human performance.  Perhaps he asks whether we can be what we should be by doing what we should do; or whether, by doing what we should do, we can be what we should be.  Either way, the questions are existentialist, and with us still.


*     *     *

	By contrast, Shakespeare’s delineation of Edgar and his career as a knight are no way problematic.  His use of the conventions of chivalric romance not only does not question them, but also actually celebrates the virtues which they assume and enable, especially justice.  The overarching structure of the narrative which traces Edgar’s career in King Lear is the exile-and-return motif common in English chivalric romances.  The first English romance, King Horn, begins with the father’s death and Horn’s forced expulsion at the hands of the champion of an invading army and ends with his recovery of his country.  But the motif requires nothing more than the dispossession of the legitimate successor to an estate and his eventual repossession of it, as in Bevis of Hampton.  The Gloucester-Edgar-Edmund parallel plot begins with Edmund’s deception of his father and brother to dispossess his elder and legitimate sibling.  Both men seem easily gulled; Edmund describes them as “a credulous father and a brother noble,/Whose nature is so far from doing harms/That he suspects none; on whose foolish honesty/My practices ride easy” (I, ii, 179-182).  Edmund says so, but the play shows that neither has reason to suspect Edmund.  Edgar’s expulsion as a felon starts the exile-and-return motif.

	His progress thereafter traces the motif of the fair unknown.  Perhaps the best-known instance of this motif occurs in Malory’s “The Tale of Gareth.”  In it, Gareth arrives at court without an identity, appears uncouth, receives the ironic name “Beaumains” (i.e., beautiful hands, ironic since his hands are large and become rough with kitchen work), progressively displays his prowess to a scornful lady whom he serves, proves himself in battle by overcoming an oppressive knight, and defeats his brother Gawain, to whom he thereupon identifies himself.  Like the banished Kent, the proscribed Edgar refuses exile, adopts a {236} disguise, and follows Lear.​[17]​  As he goes into internal exile and settles on a disguise, he denies his identity: “Edgar I nothing am” (II, iii, 21).  But in his disguise as Poor Tom, he reminds us of his status as a knight.  First, Edgar speaks two lines from Bevis of Hampton which are appropriate to his condition: “But mice and rats, and such small deer,/Have been Tom’s food for seven long year” (III, iv, 138-139).​[18]​  Then, he refers to a story about “Child [i.e., knight or noble youth before knighthood] Rowland [who] to the dark tower came,/His word was still, ‘Fie, foh, and fum,/I smell the blood of a British man” (182-184), a reference which indicates his future action.  When that moment arrives and the Herald readies the opponents for the fight, he asks Edgar his identity and rank—to which questions Edgar replies, “Know, my name is lost” (V, ii, 121) but claims a birth as noble as his adversary’s.  Only after he defeats his brother and his brother asks his identity does he reveal himself: “My name is Edgar, and thy father’s son” (170).

	What brings an end to both motifs is the single combat between Edgar and Edmund as armed knights.  Edgar’s motives to fight are his desires not only to recover his identity and birthright, but also to defeat Edmund’s political treachery.  Acting on “The privilege of mine honors,/My oath, and my profession,” he aims to overthrow one “False to thy gods, thy brother, and thy father,/Conspirant ‘gainst this high illustrious prince” (129-131, 135-136).  So, as in chivalric romances, the hero-knight engages in single combat to resolve issues of moment requiring the justice of righteous resistance to, and armed triumph over, wrong.  By means of such motifs, Shakespeare establishes Edgar as a knight victorious in recovering what is his and restoring what is the kingdom’s.

	The question remains about his right to succession.  The answer looks to his links to Lear.  The play makes nothing of the relative status of its dukes, Cornwall and Albany, or its earls, Kent and Gloucester.  But it makes everything of the closeness of Lear and Gloucester.  The connection occurs when Regan, seeking to cast blame on Edgar, asks, “Was he not companion with the riotous knights/That tended upon my father?” (II, i, 94-95).  This strong link is not so strong as the one a few lines earlier which critics overlook and in which Regan indicates incredulity at Edmund’s report: “What, did my father’s godson seek your life?” (91).  Edgar is Lear’s “godson”—a fact about which I make much, and not only because the term is unique in Shakespeare.  It means that Lear assumed responsibility for Edgar’s moral and religious instruction.  Im- {237} plications radiate, two mainly.  First, it ratifies Edgar’s moralizing sententiae.  Shakespeare’s audience not only accepted such aphorisms, but also probably noted Lear’s affinity for Edgar-as-Poor-Tom and his repeated references to him as a “philosopher.”  Second, it permits succession based not on birth and noble rank, but on merit and moral authority.

	If we view Edgar in light of Lear, we see that Edgar’s moral authority is a matter not only of church rite and catechistic rearing, but also of right conduct learned from Lear.  Lear experiences the intensifying ingratitude, insult, and abuse of his elder daughters; suffers the consequent discomforts of body and disorders of mind on the heath; and, in his madness, conducts a trial indicting social injustice of all kinds, in the course of which, he refers to Edgar-as-Poor-Tom as a “robed man of justice” (III, vi, 36).  He regains his wits, repents his sins, and reunites with, and recovers his love for, his youngest and dearest daughter.  Then, suddenly, he witnesses her slain savagely before his eyes, when he has little life beyond a moment left to him.  So, when Lear enters with the dead Cordelia in his arms, he seems a man bereft of everything of value, and his death in agony at her death or in self-delusion that she lives seemingly instances this nihilism.

	We must not know seems.  Recovered from madness, with its sweeping indictment of all justice, Lear accepts not only the possibility, not only the promise, but also the fact, of chivalric justice.  At the last, in reminiscence of his earlier life, he relishes his final deed as a chivalric knight.  When, with the dead Cordelia in his arms, he addresses her, “I kill’d the slave that was a-hanging thee” (V, iii, 275), he offers them both the comfort, cold and small as it may be, that although he could not avert her murder, he could avenge it—his final act of chivalric justice which suggests a youth of many acts of justice.  Indeed, when a gentleman attests to the truth of his claim, Lear rejoices in an old man’s boast, “Did I not, fellow?/I have seen the day, with my good biting falchion/I would have made [him] skip.”  Speaking with pride in his chivalric prowess and recalling the deeds of his youthful days, he sanctions what Edgar has spoken and acted in the play, the life of a chivalric knight doing justice.  Indeed, the question of justice, which looms large in the play, accords with, if it does not arise from, the chivalric background of both men.  Lear is Edgar’s godfather not only in church and catechism, but also in word and deed.  So the power to rule England transfers by moral succession.  What Lear has forgotten, Edgar has learned.  Lear dies, a tragic figure; Edgar, the knight redeeming England, lives on, a chivalric hero.  The king is dead, long live the king.  So Edgar renews the hope implicit in chivalric romance for justice done on earth as it is in heaven. {238}


*     *     *

	Spenser and Shakespeare plainly regarded knights, with their implicit code of chivalry, very differently.  Where the former was ambivalent, the latter was decided.  But paradox rules.  Spenser wrote as the military and religious threat from Spain was at its greatest and as England refreshed its regard for knights and chivalry.  The sudden outpouring of chivalric romances, old and new, beginning in 1588 and ending in 1603, attended the acme of the neo-chivalric revival, now turned to foreign as well as domestic uses in rallying as well as rousing the nation.  Yet, at this very moment, Spenser picks as his hero the knight best known as the defender of the faith and of the country, and undermines him.  In his treatment of his hero-knight, Spenser may have been prescient.  After Elizabeth’s death, favorable attitudes toward knights and chivalry declined.  For all his ersatz archaism, Spenser seems to have sensed the future.






The most notable recent effort to read King Lear in the way of allegory is Judith H. Anderson, “The Conspiracy of Realism: Impasse and Vision in King Lear,” Studies in Philology, LXXXIV.1 (Winter, 1987): 1-23.  Following her distinction, I use the term “allegory” to imply as well, as context requires, allegorizing.

My response to such efforts is, however, a cautious one.  I recognize both an inevitable tendency in reading fiction to move from the literal to the figurative and inescapable difficulties in distinguishing what is allegorical from what is not, and in determining specific allegorical meanings.  Such recognitions prepare me to guard against an impulse to indicate allegory and to identify allegorical meaning, both of which can be premature and may be mistaken.

I offer as an extended example the episode in which Lear poses a question to his three daughters and receives their answers.  Critics view this part of the scene in various terms—historical, fairytale, or allegorical.  I have seen its similarity to a court of love.  Whatever—and any, some, or all of these possibilities may apply—we all have culturally based expectations that, in fiction, where three children are involved, the elder two will be bad and the youngest good.  Whether and how these expectations are fulfilled is the question.

As I see it, critics exalt Cordelia, wittingly or not, under the influence of the motif of two elder sisters and a “Cinderella.”  Ergo, Goneril and Regan are wrong, and Cordelia is right (not to mention that Lear is wrong).  Almost all interpretations of King Lear accept without question the conclusion at the very least compatible with this cultural expectation.  Their views vary in detail, but critics concur that Goneril and Regan speak falsely to gain material advantage; they further concur that Cordelia does the only thing suitable in such circumstances, namely, not answer her father’s question in a forum in which her dishonest and dishonorable sisters have corrupted protestations of love (and in which they should never have to make them).  However insightful these analyses are and smart in praise of her conduct, they celebrate Cinderella and pre-emptively clear her of responsibility for any of the consequences of her actions here.

Edgar would think less of such views than I do.  He closes the play with an injunction hearkening back to this episode, that we must “Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say” (V, iii, 325).  His sharp distinction between speech expressing feelings and speech discharging obligations indicts, perhaps too strongly, Cordelia’s misconduct; something may be said for “nothing” but not much.  For her “nothing” is a misleading, if not a false, response.  So it makes some sense to see Cordelia at fault though less so than her sisters.

“Nothing” is the third response by the third daughter to Lear’s question, “Which of you shall we say doth love us most?” (I, i, 51).  His question is ugly in many ways, including its incestuous overtones (echoing the story of Antiochus).  Thus, it—that is, its “most”—almost stipulates materialistic answers like those rendered obediently by daughters first and second.  His question is absurd as well; when Lear asks it, answers do not matter, for he has divided the kingdom beforehand and left the best part to last (who shall be first and inherit the earth, so goes a certain text).

The cultural imperative of the three-children motif inclines us to look to the speakers who answer the question, not to the speaker who asks it.  But we should, and what we see may affect what we deem appropriate as answers.  We see an old man who is both king of a country and father of three mature daughters.  We see him more as a father than as a king because he and others refer to Goneril, Regan, and Cordelia as his daughters, not as his subjects.  We see an aging parent who needs, and bribes to get, expressions of love from his children, and who willingly and happily pays for them.  We should ask whether such conduct, however unpleasant, in such a parent is unnatural or implausible.  We should ask why such a parent would ask such a question—what is the need?  should we reason the need?—and, depending on the answer, we should ask what answer a child should give to it.  Shakespeare’s audience was not lacking in expectations on this point.  For in European literature and life as far back as their respective records go, parents often expect or seek some late-life reassurance of their children’s affection and, in most cases, their children feel obliged to give it.  (All else being equal, it probably still seems best in most cases to err on the side of words of comfort, even if they conflict with truth.)

So Goneril and Regan make their answers.  After each one, Cordelia comments in asides: after Goneril, “What shall Cordelia speak?  Love, and be silent” (I, i, 62); after Regan, “Then poor Cordelia!/And yet not so, since I am sure my love’s/More ponderous than my tongue” (75-77).  Cordelia’s words about her sisters’ language indicate that she reacts to the rhetoric of their responses and regards their rhetoric as so corrupt as to make any response of hers appear similarly corrupt.  Indeed, “ponderous” suggests a love which is palpable on the verge of materialistic.  By contrast, “Nothing, my lord” (87) is striking in its terse and apparent honesty.

Yet I think that we have one inadequate rhetoric after another.  Although Cordelia recognizes and rejects the materialistic strains in her sisters’ evidently insincere words, she does not articulate an alternative set of values in a sincere expression of her love.  She need not give “nothing” as an answer to avoid giving a materialistic answer.  Indeed, her answer is false; she knows and everyone knows—Kent knows, and I think that Lear knows—that she loves her father exceedingly.  Worse, her asides reveal what can be regarded only as narcissism; she thinks of herself and how her answer will or will not represent her.  She does not think of her father or his needs in asking his question; she reasons, not his needs, but hers.  Far from giving him comfort, she is insistently and insultingly impudent; her response provokes a second chance, to which her repetition provokes anger.  So seeing Cordelia as right, even righteous, in light of the convention of the three children, not wrong in her way, though less so than her sisters, moves us away from a sufficient, literal reading of this episode.  Indeed, in the end, Cordelia must and does reconcile with Lear as much as he with her, in both conduct and conversation.  Her “No cause, no cause” (IV, vii, 74) tacitly admits her infuriating fault, for she accepts that she has no complaint to make of him; that is, he was not wrong to be wroth with her.
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^1	  I wrote this paper at the invitation for Thomas Herron for the Spenser and Shakespeare seminar at the 2006 Shakespeare Association of America conference.  I thank Julian Lethbridge for his supplementary comments on Christianity and chivalry, as well as his help in my modest revisions of this paper for publication.
^2	  J. Burke Severs and Albert E. Hartung, gen. eds., A Manual of the Writings in Middle English 1050-1500, 9 vols. (New Haven: Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1967-1993); Vol. 1: Romances (1967), 238-239.
^3	  Sylvia Stoler Wagonheim, ed., Annals of the English Drama 975-1700, 3rd edn. (London: Routledge, 1989), 60-61.
^4	  A recent and excellent account of meanings is Helen Cooper’s The English Romance in Time: Transforming Motifs from Geoffrey of Monmouth to the Death of Shakespeare (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).
^5	  For Spenser, my text is Thomas P. Roche, Jr., ed., Edmund Spenser: The Faerie Queene (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1978).  For Shakespeare, my text is G. Blakemore Evans, The Riverside Shakespeare (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974).
^6	  Holiness befits a saint, but, by Spenser’s time, St. George had evolved into a figure more secular than religious, more English knight than Christian saint.  Such is the case in Richard Johnson’s The Seven Champions of Christendom, I (1596) and II (1597).  Earlier, though the story remains much the same, the saint’s life of St. Eustace evolved into the romance of Sir Placidas.
^7	  Michael L. Hays, Shakespearean Tragedy as Chivalric Romance: Rethinking Macbeth, Hamlet, Othello, and King Lear (London: Boydell & Brewer, 2003), specifically the concluding chapter, on King Lear, 191-210.
^8	  For an extended discussion of my caveats and concerns about allegorical readings, see the extended note at the end of this paper.
^9	  A main difference between continental and English chivalric romances is their respective attitudes toward courtly love.  Continental chivalric romances take a more indulgent, if not a more approving, attitude toward courtly love than English chivalric romances do.  These different attitudes reflect ambiguities in Christianity and chivalry.  Christianity can see the lady’s ability to inspire virtue as a secular type of the Blessed Virgin Mary’s inspiration, or her allure as an inducement to fornication or adultery.  Military chivalry can regard the lady as either an inspiration to martial exertion or (often) marital enervation, with dalliance regarded as a cause of debility.  Thus, Chaucer’s palinode at the end of Troilus and Criseyde and Malory’s denouement to Le Morte D’Arthur, and, to come close to home, both Spenser’s showing Red Cross Knight weakened when he is wooing Duessa as Fidessa, and Shakespeare’s having Othello protest that the presence of Desdemona in Cyprus will not distract him from his mission.  Spenser is in hearty accord with this attitude toward courtly love.
^10	  I discuss these and other features in detail in my third chapter (pp. 66-97).The principle manifests itself, usually without remark, the victory of a one knight over many knights, large champions, or huge dragons by right prevailing over the apparently greater might of larger numbers or size, any reference to God or Christ notwithstanding.  An unusual, because explicit, explanation occurs in Bevis of Hampton.  Although an army far larger than his besieges his castle, Bevis plans to leave it in order to attack the enemy.  His uncle Sabere advises that the six thousand defenders within the castle should not leave it to attack a Saracen foe nearly three times as large.  Of course—and it is a matter of course—Bevis refuses this advice; he and his followers attack this huge force and rout it.  We have to believe that the writer as well as his audience knew that a much smaller force could not ordinarily defeat a much larger one; Sabere voices this common sense.  But the writer does not regard Bevis as a fool for refusing this advice because he troubles to have Bevis explain his refusal, which expresses one of the shaping themes of romance:For if they were as many mo,Agaynst vs shulde they haue no myght:They have the wronge, and we the ryght  (3028-3030).The same principle operates implicitly in romance after romance.  The good knight defeats the larger and apparently stronger dragon or giant, the wronged knight prevails in single or judicial combat, the dispossessed knight reclaims his place in society.  In all such cases, right is on the good knight’s side, and victory rewards his virtue (of course, God’s in the quarrel as the source of right).What appears naïve to us might have been accounted wise in Shakespeare’s time.  Many Elizabethans would have offered arguments based on the facts of history.  Thus, they would have cited the victories of smaller English forces over larger French armies at Crecy (1346), Poitiers (1356), and Agincourt (1415); over larger Scottish forces at Solway Moss (1542); and, more recently, over the larger Spanish Armada (1588).  In this historical context, the principle may be wrong, but it is not obviously foolish or false, and its defenders might not necessarily have validated our modern views.
^11	  Allegory is not alone.  In classical narratives, warriors sometimes borrow armor from others, and women sometimes provide such armor as a reminder of ancestral heroism and as a prompt to emulation.  But I can think of no instance in chivalric romances of women providing used armor to knights.The association of Una’s gift of “pagan” armament with her Protestant affiliations is one of innumerable instances of Spenser’s complicating artistry.  It comports with a latter-day, Gothic-style Renaissance style which amalgamated classical, chivalric, Christian, and other elements not assimilated until the mid-seventeenth century.  The Nine Worthies of pagan, Jewish, and Christian heroes are a good example of such mixtures.
^12	  Additional overlaying of meaning appears in the dichotomous moral implications of the image of the dragon, suggesting either the emblem of Arthur or the enemy of the true faith.Learned readings of this passage differ.  As I see it, Red Cross Knight wins Sansfoy’s shield in battle; then Sansjoy seeks it; when they fight, presumably Red Cross Knight puts it down, and it is held in escrow during combat, so neither possesses it.  Thus, neither gryfon nor dragon holds it, and the extended simile does not strictly apply and leaves it up in the air which possesses it.  A gryfon may be a symbol of Christ, but not always and, so far as I can tell, not here.  The ambiguity abides.
^13	  Spenser’s ambivalence about chivalry from a Christian perspective reflects age-old questions about the relationship between chivalry and Christianity.  For over four hundred years, the Church attacked chivalry for its “open manslaughter” as well as its “bold bawdry,” as Roger Ascham put it two decades before Spenser wrote The Faerie Queene.  Contemplation states exactly this objection when he informs Red Cross Knight that, after he has won fame, he must cleanse himself.  The turn which he urges is common to chivalric romances, notably traditional English ones like King Horn or Guy of Warwick.  At the height of his prowess, Guy renounces chivalric honor for a pilgrimage to the Holy Land.  Nevertheless, he finds himself engaging, as an unknown not seeking honor, in combat to right wrongs.  A short stay in a hermitage ends his life and the romance.  Nodding to the higher calling of a Christian but postponing a Christian life of penitence and prayer to its end, these chivalric romances keep their focus always on chivalry and the deeds of chivalry.  Lancelot’s retirement to a hermitage is hardly religiously motivated, for it occurs only after Guinevere, herself already in retirement at a nunnery, has refused his last advances.
^14	  Red Cross Knight's trajectory perhaps suggests, but is significantly different from, Edgar's progress as a Fair Unknown, discussed below.  All knights on quests necessarily undertake to prove themselves.  But the difference between their quests is great.  Under Una's guidance, Red Cross Knight grows and, as he grows, manifests his emerging character, martial and religious, though his identity—name, rank, and serial number, so to speak—is no secret.  He is less unknown, except metaphorically, than undeveloped.  By contrast, on his own initiative, Edgar manages his course of conduct from proscribed felon to victorious knight, in part by controlling his identify, concealing it from all until he aptly reveals it to seal his success.
^15	  Richard A. Levin, “The Legende of the Redcrosse Knight and Una: Or, Of the Love of a Good Woman”, Studies in English Literature, 31:1 (1991), 1-24, argues that Red Cross Knight and Una are in, or falling in, love from the outset; thus, the silence between them.  Two reasons suggest that his view may be tongue-in-cheek.  First, it is hard to take seriously an argument, especially a long one, quite literally about and from silence.  Second, so far as I know and, I assume, so far as Levin knows, chivalric romances do not indicate amorous feelings by nuance or silence.
^16	   Although Red Cross Knight appears to some to undergo a kind of baptism and christening in the final battle, I do not see that he becomes holy.  Holiness is an inward state; baptism and christening are all very good, but they do not make one holy, only clean of Original Sin.  Book I ends before Red Cross Knight shows himself holy in his conduct on the basis of his choices, even in resisting temptations of the kind which had earlier overcome him.  We see no evidence of his “circumcision of the heart.”  By comparison, Lancelot tries to achieve the Grail and to be holy in success, but he fails and thereby shows himself to be less than holy.  By contrast, Galahad, who is already holy, succeeds in the quest.  Spenser seems to regard holiness as a state of soul, not an achievement of arms.  In leaving Red Cross Knight as less than a figure of perfect holiness, Spenser shows again the radical rift, often glossed over by other writers, between chivalric works and Protestant faith.
^17	  The parallel between Kent and Edgar, in their loyalty and service to Lear, is apparent and important.  Like the Fool who appears in the first half of the play to be replaced by Cordelia in the second half, Kent plays a more significant role early and Edgar a more significant role later in the play.  At the end, it is the older knight who gives way to the younger in a gesture which reflects both retirement and assured political succession.
^18	  This two-line quotation is the longer of two in Shakespeare from a chivalric romance.  A third line often set off with these two does not occur in this romance.
